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Key To Notation Symbols

Guitar

Half step bends  Whole step bends  Extended bends  Bend and release  Pre-bend and release

Hammer-on  Pull-off  Picked slide  Legato slide  Quarter step bend (microtone)

Vibrato bar  Rake  Sweep  Vib. bar  Vib. bar

Vibrato  Vibrato with bar  Rake or Sweep  Vibrato bar  Palm muting

Percussive tone with no pitch  Accented notes  Right hand tapping  Artificial harmonic (with pick)  Harmonics

Ghost note  Tremolo picking  Pick slide  Unison bend  Chord shape arpeggiation

With bar  Rake  Harm. with bar  Flutter with bar...  With bar...

Dips and Dives  Melodic bending with bar  Bent harmonics  Flutter with bar: Bar is "plucked" downward and released suddenly to produce fluttering effect  When dips are used melodically, they are reflected in the traditional notation